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Contradictions of globalization and regionalization have been increasingly 
emerging, which makes current architectural creation appear a more complex situation. 
Moreover, the emergence of regional architectural theory has opened up a 
programmatic and forward-looking path for architects. On the one hand, it has 
stimulated the potential vitality of regional architecture; on the other hand, it has 
correctively enriched the connotation of modern architecture. 
In the modern theory of regional architecture, materials design is one of the most 
important means of architectural expression. Based on the analysis of specific cases 
both at home and abroad, this paper points out the major characteristics of the 
materials application in contemporary architectural design—Searching for “Nature” 
and “Authenticity” of materials . 
On the basis of the regional theory and the research on materials design, this 
paper reduces the materials ontology, re-constructs materials and enriches the regional 
expression of materials from the depth and breadth by researching materials 
expression on architectural ontology, architectural structure, architectural surface and 
architectural space. In this paper, we explore the potential of traditional architecture 
materials in modern architecture, investigate how they reflect the architects' 
personality as well as the personality and regionality of architecture and city as a 
design element, discuss the ways to make the architecture materials really be full of 
new vitality in the architectural design of a new era and to make modern architecture 
in our country be more diversity and humanization.  
Finally, in accordance with created examples of regional architecture the author 
summarizes the construction strategies of regional materials and the issues that should 
be noticed in the future. The author wishes this paper can help readers understand 
materials regional expression more or less, and have a certain reference value for 
future practice. 
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